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Words of Wisdom from our Psychics

One day, we had an epiphany and invited our psychics to share some of their
own personal Words of Wisdom with you, based on their own
experiences. Most of the Words of Wisdom shared below are original words
from our psychics. Some of the Words of Wisdom are favourite quotes from
other people that our psychics love. We hope you enjoy being reminded that
life really is great!

It is only by being your true self that you can be the best.

Psychic Adriana

With whatever you do in your life, do it to 100% of your ability, focus and give
energy so that it is done quickly and does not give you time to doubt yourself or
to procrastinate. This clears your slate and allows you to move forward
unhindered onto the next adventure.

Psychic Andrew

If you are able to see the beauty in another’s heart, rather than the pain and
turmoil in the personality, then you are already half way to your enlightenment.

Psychic Andrew
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Words of Wisdom from our Psychics

For whatever you want to receive in life, be it Love, Money or Fame, you first
need to give it out, in order to create the space for it to manifest into your life.

Psychic Andrew

We are the Universe. Your essence is your purity. Love is the essence that
brings about a harmony between the body, mind and the emotions.

Psychic Andrew

Change does not happen in a day but progress does. And this is one I tell my
female friends a lot.

Psychic Annabella

When it comes to men, don’t confuse aggression with strength.

Psychic Annabella

Open your mind and heart to the endless possibilities that Spirit can bring.
Don’t focus on the little things that get in your way. Dream, Love and Laugh.
This will empower you and together we can build the best story of your life
journey.

Psychic Catherine

Life is not measured by the breaths we take but by the moments that take our
breath away. Blessings to you along your journey in creating your moments
that take your breath away.

Psychic Catherine
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Words of Wisdom from our Psychics

You are unique! Believe in yourself and do what you can to help others.

Psychic Diana

You are BRAVER than you believe STRONGER than you seem and SMARTER
than you think.

Psychic Fatima

We are Spirit having a physical experience. This is a school of life! NOTHING in
your life is EVER done to you. We ourselves, on a SOUL LEVEL, create
lessons that we have chosen to learn! Instead of going, “Poor me, whoa is me”
ask yourself, “What is the lesson I have chosen to learn through creating this
experience or lesson for myself? Is it trust, patience, compassion, listening?”

Remember, our subconscious mind fails to know the difference between truth
and a lie and whatever we keep telling ourselves is the reality our subconscious
mind faithfully creates for us. So if you don’t like your reality, be honest with
yourself and look at what you keep telling yourself. YOU are the one in charge
of your thought patterns, so you can change your reality.

Psychic Gwen

Whatever doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.

Psychic Helena

I deserve the best because I am the best.

Psychic Holly
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Words of Wisdom from our Psychics

Self-love and removal of fear is the key to happiness.

Psychic Holly

We are on an individual truth finding journey to obtain an ongoing state of bliss.

Psychic Holly

Look for the light, in every experience and circumstance. If you can focus on
the light, you will always be able to see the brightest outcome.

Psychic Jeanie

Whether you think you can or you think you can’t..you’re right!

Psychic Jenna

In the melting pot of life, the polished jade of the transformed self is eventually
produced. Have no doubts, this work will surpass even gold in its true worth.

Psychic Judith

Someone is viewed as a devil. But when resentment fades, the devils suddenly
turn into ordinary human beings. Thus even devils can change!

Psychic Judith

You think you have to strive to please others, but finding our own balance and
timing is the way to self-worth. Try it and see. Everyone would be very
relieved.

Psychic Judith
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Words of Wisdom from our Psychics

The Great Tao or the Mother of All Things appears to be doing nothing, as she
allows us the freedom to grow at our own pace. Luckily she has lots of other
things to do.

Psychic Judith

If you try to be perfect, you just end up in an unholy mess. Only the Tao or
Flow of Life is perfect. It’s time for more joy.

Psychic Judith

Stop being such a serious adult. Your inner child wants fun and a little mischief!

Psychic Katie-Jane

We accept the love we think we deserve. Aim high because you’re worth it.

Psychic Lana

Make someone happy every day and watch your life blossom in return.

Psychic Lana

Nothing good, bad or indifferent lasts forever. Everything has a beginning, a
middle and an end. Some “middles” are longer than others that’s all, before the
cycle repeats itself.

Psychic Lana
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Words of Wisdom from our Psychics

Don’t fall in love with a “potential”. Fall in love with the real person who meets
your needs.

Psychic Lana

Life is to be lived. It is not a spectator sport. There is no yesterday, there is no
tomorrow, there is only the now – and the NOW is to be lived – without fear,
without regret – but with LOVE and with PASSION.

Psychic Laurence

All the philosophies and all the religions in all the world can be summed up in
two words…Be nice.

Psychic Lea sharing from her guide Shay

Be kind to yourself in the event that no one else does. Start practising self-
kindness regularly and you’ll notice others will start being kinder too.

Psychic Liesel

And while you’re at it, go on a “sorry” diet…unless you’ve really done
something wrong, there’s no need to keep apologising for being you.

Psychic Liesel

You can’t change your past but you can change your future. Believe in yourself
and your dreams.

Psychic Maisie
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Words of Wisdom from our Psychics

Karma has everyone’s address, what you think, say and do are all
‘boomerangs’ thrown out to the universe.

Psychic Marayah Rose

The question you need to ask yourself is “What can I do now?” Now is your
point of power.

Psychic Melody

It is up to us how we view life, our own perceptive shapes and creates our
world. To change this world only perpective needs to change.

Psychic Merry

You can only go forward in life. Don’t look back at your mistakes, you cannot
change them, but you can learn from them. Start today with a positive outlook,
and do not give up.

Psychic Nicole

Watch your thoughts. Because your thoughts become your words. Your words
become your actions. Your actions become your life. Soooo…Watch your
thoughts.

Psychic Paulette loves this quote from Pat Parelli

Many people ask, “What is my true purpose and how can I be free of this or
that issue?” The answer always lies in self-identifying with the unchanging ‘inner
self’. The mind and the external circumstances are always changing and
contradictory, leading to inner confusion. The inner self is the truth, the way
“home” – and it contains all potentials and solutions.

Psychic Radha
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Look in side your heart and you will find what you have been looking for all your
life. A  Love from a higher source that is greater then any man can give.

Psychic Robyn

Always remember, Life is Not a Rehearsal!

Psychic Ruth

Be open to inspiration from your guides and let no one turn you from your path.

Psychic Sharon

People in your life are in one of three phases…Coming In, Have Been There
and are There and on Their Way Out, which sometimes comes as they are on
their way in but they are turning away. Be confident in who you are and let
people make their own choices and do not try to convince them (or even worse
beg them to do otherwise). If they want to come in then welcome them, do not
beg them to come in. If they are there, then treat them as if you want them to
stay. If they want to leave, then don’t beg them to stay. Life is like walking a
life-long hike and meeting up with other hikers on the trail. It’s not up to you to
beg another person to hike with you, beg them to keep hiking with you or to
beg them not to take a different trail than you. It’s up to them. Let them be
them so you can be you.

Psychic Sherry

Accept what is, let go of what was, and have faith in what will be.

Psychic Sophia
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The purpose of life is a life of purpose.

Psychic Sophia

A mistake repeated more than once is a decision.

Psychic Sophia

The unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit is of great worth in God’s sight.
Peter 3:4

Psychic Sophia

Rejection is God’s protection.

Psychic Sophia

If God lets us have knowledge, he’s trusting us to make good use of it!

Psychic Sophia

Stop telling God how big your storm is. Instead, tell the storm how big your
God is!

Psychic Sophia

To value things more than you do living creatures, or things of the spirit, is to
completely misunderstand our purpose in the world.

Psychic Sophia
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We don’t have to agree on anything to be kind to one another.

Psychic Thomas

Over thinking = The art of creating problems that weren’t even there.

Psychic Thomas

If you are in the right place today, you may have to change or move to be in
the right place tomorrow.

Psychic Thomas

Don’t let fear of rejection hold you back. When that magical gaze comes
floating by, be sure to catch it with both hands.

Psychic Tian

Being strong isn’t always easy. Staying strong takes courage. Being wise
enough to understand that battle is a victory worth waiting for.

Psychic Tracy

Share positivity and encourage others to find their own solutions and uncover
their own gifts.

Psychic Vanessa

Take a deep breath. If it’s not working, try another way.

Psychic Vanessa
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Don’t give up five minutes before the miracle.

Psychic Viktoria

When you worry you focus on what you don’t want. So always focus on a
positive outcome because…what you think…is.

Psychic Viktoria

Learn to rely on yourself. Only you can truly take care of yourself. Understand
you are the only person you truly have and need to respect.

Psychic Vilma

You can’t have a Happily Ever After, from an Unhappy Now!

Psychic Yvonne
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